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Abstract—We describe CARDIAC, a prototype for an intelligent
conversational assistant that provides health monitoring for
chronic heart failure patients. CARDIAC supports user initiative
through its ability to understand natural language and connect it
to intention recognition. The spoken language interface allows
patients to interact with CARDIAC without special training. We
present speech recognition results obtained during an evaluation
with fourteen chronic heart failure patients.

Our research is aimed at developing a plan-based
conversational assistant to help chronic care patients look after
themselves and provide comprehensive health care monitoring.
Our current focus is on chronic heart failure (HF) patients;
because their signs and symptoms can be assessed remotely
and deterioration can be quickly detected and addressed, HF
appears to be an ideal case for testing whether an automated
dialogue system would be an effective intervention.

Keywords - dialog systems; speech recognition; natural
language processing; data acquisition; patient self-management;
chronic heart failure.

In this paper we first give an overview of CARDIAC
(Computer Assistant for Robust Dialogue Interaction and
Care), a prototype of an intelligent conversational assistant that
provides health monitoring for HF patients. CARDIAC’s
objective is to conduct regular “checkup” interviews with
patients to collect information relevant to their condition. The
target population for CARDIAC is patients who are at home
following specific self-care guidelines. The CARDIAC
checkup is designed to obtain the information required by the
self-care guidelines including both objective (e.g., weight) and
subjective (e.g., pain) aspects of their condition. The system
can also take advantage of other sources of information (such
as a network-connected scale or a Personal Health Record) and
use them effectively to tailor the checkup interview without
additional programming. The system’s conversational interface
is intuitive and easy to use, a benefit that may encourage
patients to report their information more often.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Research suggests that the quality of health care is greatly
affected by the support patients receive in the home, whether
by family caregivers or from nurse practitioners. For example,
readmission rates for patients who have experienced congestive
heart failure can be significantly reduced with close home
monitoring of patients by a nurse practitioner [1].
Unfortunately there is not enough medical personnel available
to provide such close monitoring, and even if there was the cost
would be prohibitive. New technologies have been developed
to permit health monitoring and improve self-management.
However, numerous studies have shown that, although the use
of telemonitoring technology can lead to better outcomes, and
is accepted by a significant number of patients going through
clinical studies, significant technical, behavioral, managerial,
and financial barriers exist ([2], [3]). Some of the monitoring
devices used are invasive; patients may view the technology as
intrusive or ill-fitting their lifestyle, most of it is expensive and,
finally, access and technical literacy are not yet solved
problems. Even specially designed devices touted as easy-touse are considered by patients as “bothersome, complex, and
too lengthy an intervention” [4]. As a consequence, the current
assessment is that, besides the intrinsic benefit to the patient,
convenience is the most important factor for technology
adoption; in particular, usage is more successful if the
intervention could be delivered on technology consumers use
every day for other purposes [3]. Finally, monitoring devices
allow limited input for the patient’s subjective health status
report (e.g., chest pain, shortness of breath).
Intelligent dialogue systems promise to be an increasingly
important tool for collecting information from patients under
self-managed care [5]. Not only are dialogue systems more
intuitive to use, but they are potentially usable by anyone with
a telephone. So far, however, few such systems have been
deployed, and most use very restrictive dialogue models based
on scripts and finite state machines, and have very shallow
knowledge representations. While such systems can be
relatively easily built for narrow applications, they lack
scalability, tailorability and adaptability (see [5] for a review).

In the second part of the paper we give some speech
recognition results obtained during a recently completed
feasibility evaluation of CARDIAC. Speech recognition
accuracy is likely to be a significant factor in the system’s
usability, as well as in its ability to accurately comprehend the
information reported. Our results suggest that the system would
be usable by a significant proportion of the target population.
II.
OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM
CARDIAC is an agent-based spoken dialogue system that
conducts health monitoring interviews with chronic heart
failure patients using natural language. CARDIAC interprets
the patient information and uses it to update its user models.
The following dialogue excerpt illustrates the sort of interaction
that the system supports:
SYS: Do you know your weight
USR: YES TWO SIXTY
SYS: Did you say 260
USR: YES
SYS: Do you have shortness of breath today
USR: YES
SYS: How severe is the shortness of breath
USR: A LITTLE MORE THAN NORMAL
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Figure 1. CARDIAC System Architecture

The CARDIAC system is built as an instantiation of the
TRIPS generic dialogue architecture [6], which provides broad
coverage domain-general parsing, generation, and discourse
interpretation facilities. To adapt this generic system to a
specific domain, we need to define a task model that the
conversational agent uses to drive the interview process
without needing to manage the details of natural conversation.
Besides the task model, other domain specific components
needed are the domain specific lexicon (in this case, medication
names) and statistical language models used in speech
recognition and generation. In addition, we need ontology
mapping rules that translate meanings expressed in the TRIPS
generic ontology to the specific ontology used for reasoning in
this domain.
The system architecture is given in Fig. 1, with the generic
components in white and the domain specific components in
grey. To obtain the most accurate speech recognition (SR) we
can get, we use dynamic language models based on the current
topic. The topic is determined when the system asks a specific
question, at which point the SR engine switches the language
model accordingly. The best SR hypothesis is used as input to
the parser. The generic dialogue manager (DM) receives the
parser output and performs contextual interpretation including
reference resolution and interpreting elliptical answers. The
DM and the Conversational Agent (CA) interact to perform
goal-driven dialogue management; i.e., the system is driven by
reasoning about goals to acquire knowledge. Each of these
components is described below in more detail; for further
particulars, the reader is referred to [7].
A. Speech Recognition
The speech recognition component is based on CMU’s
Sphinx 3 engine [8], enhanced with the capability to load and/
or switch language models dynamically, at run-time. The
acoustic models we use are generic, gender-independent,
trained on broadcast news (HUB-4) data; no adaptation for
conversational style or for the application domain is performed.

Because no domain-specific textual data was available to
train statistical language models for speech recognition, we
used the technique described in [9]. In short, this technique
allows us to build quickly language models using a process of
collecting domain-specific utterances, then generalizing them
(via synonyms and rephrasing) into a finite-state grammar from
which we generate, by random walking, a large corpus of
sentences; statistical language models are trained on this
synthetic corpus. For example, the utterance My back hurts a
little may be transformed in the template <body-part> hurts
[<degree>], where <body-part> may stand for my back, my
head, the left leg, etc., and the optional <degree> phrase might
stand for a little, a lot, some, more than yesterday, and so on.
As usual, non-terminals can be defined in terms of other nonterminals. Although these grammars involve somewhat timeintensive manual labor, it is not too difficult to develop
extensive such grammars to cover a lot more n-grams than
could be obtained at greater expense by conducting Wizard-ofOz experiments to collect “real” data from potential users of
the system. While the synthetic corpus generated can only yield
a crude approximation of the true (but unknown) distribution of
word/n-grams for the application domain, in our experience the
approach works quite well; for medium-sized vocabularies,
word error rates in the 20-30% range would be possible [9].
We use statistical language models because they offer a lot
more flexibility than fixed grammars, where the user has to
phrase their answer in a (small) number of pre-specified ways,
and a lot more naturalness than guided systems, where the
system tells the user what options are available and the user can
only select one of them (cf. [10]).
For the CARDIAC system we trained nine topic-specific
grammars and language models; topics were based on broad
categories, such as symptoms (e.g., fatigue, edema, etc.),
medication use, diet and exercise. Each topic-specific grammar
and language model accounts for potential user speech related
to the specific topic. Additional topic-independent grammars
and language models were built to account for generic

conversational (social) speech, and for patient speech that
doesn’t fall under any of the nine topics (e.g., descriptions of
how they feel). Because we expect that in reality the system
would likely be faced with off-topic over-answers (e.g., No
swelling, but I was very short of breath yesterday after my
daily exercise), in the final system all the topic-specific and
topic-independent models were linearly interpolated. Linear
interpolation is a commonly used method of combining
language models whereby the new LM is computed as a
convex combination of the component LMs [11]. Thus, each of
the nine topic-specific interpolated LMs was a mixture of all
the component LMs, with most of the emphasis on the LM for
the main topic; this way we traded off some specificity for
greater robustness. A tenth, topic-independent model, is used as
a fall-back, when no topic-specific LM is available; it is also
computed as a linear interpolation of the individual models,
with all topics being equally weighted, and more emphasis put
on the topic-independent components.
During the development of the system we collected a small
amount of data from simulated dialogues with nursing students.
We used the data to enhance the grammars’ coverage and to
tune the interpolation weights.
For the current version of the system, all LMs are trigram
models with Witten-Bell discounting, built with the SRILM
toolkit [12]. The vocabulary size for all LMs is 1647; each LM
includes about 54K bigrams and 174K trigrams.
B. Parsing
The best SR hypothesis is fed to a deep, broad coverage
parser [13]. The parser uses a general grammar and a domainindependent semantic lexicon augmented by domain-specific
words, which in this system are medication names, to produce
a semantic representation of the utterance. In order to deal with
speech recognition errors, the parser is designed to find the
most semantically coherent sequence of sentence fragments
when it cannot construct a complete analysis.
C. Dialogue Management
The DM receives the parser output and performs contextual
interpretation including reference resolution, surface speech act
recognition, and ellipsis interpretation. It generates hypotheses
about the user’s intended meaning, which are then passed to the
conversational agent (CA) for evaluation as to whether the
hypothesis would be a coherent statement. The DM then either
chooses one hypothesis as the final interpretation and passes it
to the conversational agent, or determines that it didn’t
understand the user’s response. Often, because of recognition
errors, some part of the utterance is not interpretable. If the DM
can identify a fragment that satisfies the current goal
(determined by the CA), then it ignores the fragments that
cannot be interpreted. While the conversational agent
determines the current goal for the interview (e.g., find out the
patient’s weight), the DM manages the details of the actual
dialogue. Thus, if the user’s answer is not understood, it will
re-ask the question, possibly also giving hints such as asking
the patient to speak more simply. In addition, when dealing
with answers that could easily be misrecognized, such as
answers involving numbers, the DM may initiate a
confirmation subdialogue to verify the answer. If the system
fails to understand the patient a number of times, the DM
abandons its discourse-level goal and notifies the
conversational agent to abandon the current task-level goal.

The DM also applies ontology mapping rules to convert the
generic semantic representation output by the parser into the
domain-specific representation whenever it communicates with
the CA.
D. Conversational Agent
The CA is responsible for the system's overall behavior.
This includes the following responsibilities:
•

It is driven by a declarative model of the task(s) that
the system can perform. Based on these tasks, it
manages the goals that drive the system's behavior.

•

During execution, it maintains the knowledge base that
stores what the system knows about the current
situation.

•

It interacts with the language understanding
components to support the interpretation of user
utterances, and with the natural language generation
components to produce system utterances.

•

Finally, it responds reactively to changes in its
environment, including utterances from the user and
other sources of information.

This section briefly elaborates on each of these aspects.
The CA is based on a domain-independent engine that
executes tasks specified declaratively. Building on a long
tradition in AI ([14] - [16]), these tasks generally consist of
goals that need to be achieved. Other tasks are invoked to
achieve the sub-goals, eventually bottoming out in so-called
“primitive” goals that can be achieved by built-in mechanisms.
The CA execution engine includes predefined mechanisms for
sequential and conditional tasks, and is easily extended.
Significantly, the CA can introspect on its execution. It can
inspect the set of active and pending goals, the goal-subgoal
hierarchy, the tasks chosen for active goals, and the state of
those tasks. This ability is crucial for collaborative systems.
First, it enables intention recognition for interpreting language
and identifying discourse phenomena such as topic shifts,
corrections, and perhaps misunderstandings. It is also necessary
to support explicit discussion of the problem-solving process,
where the participants explicitly discuss what goals to pursue
or whether to abandon them, for example.
The CA defines a number of abstract tasks that form the
basis for the specification of the system’s behavior. Because the
system is designed from the outset to support collaboration,
these predefined tasks include tasks for accomplishing
knowledge goals. Our representation of the system's knowledge
is loosely based on standard models of knowledge and belief
and their relationship to language and action (e.g., [17] - [19]).
Briefly, what this means is that goals may involve the system's
knowing something, or that the system agree with the user
about something, or it could involve getting the user to do
something. Standard tasks accomplish these knowledge goals
by inspecting the system's beliefs regarding the content of the
goal (including its beliefs about the user's beliefs) and initiating
conversational acts whose effects achieve the goal. For
example, to agree whether the patient is experiencing any
swelling, the system does not know the answer but believes
that the user does (because swelling is a type of symptom that
the system knows corresponds to an internal state of the user).
This eventually results in the system asking the user. On the

other hand, in agreeing about the user's weight, the system
might already know the value (perhaps from an automated
bathroom scale). This would result in the system informing the
user as a way of reaching agreement.
The CA supports interpretation of user utterances by a
combination of intention recognition and knowledge-based
interpretation. Even with topic-specific language modeling for
speech recognition and deep, semantic parsing, speech
recognition errors can lead to grammatical but incorrect
interpretations of user input. The system uses its knowledge of
what it is doing (the goal hierarchy that led to the current
question, if we're interpreting an answer) and the reasoning
capabilities of the knowledge base to validate interpretation
hypotheses. Crucially, the interpretation process is applied
equally to the user's answers to the system's questions and to
statements that the user makes on their own, supporting the
user-initiated style of interaction described below.
The agent's reactive behavior and explicit goal state and
task model allow it to support over-answering and, more
generally, user initiative. In the case of over-answering, the
content of a user's answer is taken from its linguistic
interpretation, not from the fact that it is an answer to the
question. The linguistic interpretation must make sense as an
answer (as described above), but once committed, the entire
content of the utterance becomes system knowledge. If that
knowledge is the subject of subsequent goals, the CA execution
engine will automatically use the knowledge and behave
appropriately (for example, not asking a question for which it
already knows the answer).
The system can also interpret user utterances that are not
responses to questions. Again, the interpretation of the
utterance becomes system knowledge (and this time the
interpretation must make sense relative to the task being
performed, a form of intention recognition). This symmetric
treatment of questions and statements means that the system
automatically supports mixed-initiative interaction with no
task- or domain-specific programming. Patients using our
prototype for the first time typically let the system ask the
questions and answer quite specifically. If they were to become
more familiar with the system's goals (i.e., what the system
needs from them), they could make the checkup interview even
simpler by describing how they're doing from the outset. The
system would interpret all this, and follow up only on things
that were not mentioned or are not inferable from what the
system knows already (from environmental sensors, PHR, etc.).
III.
EVALUATION
We have recently conducted a feasibility evaluation of
CARDIAC with actual chronic heart failure patients in a
cardiology practice. The focus of the evaluation was whether
the system could identify with high accuracy the information
the patient provides in the interview. The evaluation required
comparing CARDIAC’s analysis of patient responses with that
of nurse practitioners. To this end, we created a web interface
where nurse practitioners can listen to the audio of the system
interviews and record their interpretation of patient responses.
A detailed analysis is in progress. Preliminary observations
suggest that the system can perform the CHF self-care checkup
with reasonable accuracy, and that most patients believe the
system is easy to use and would be helpful to them in
managing their care.

Phase

Sentences

Words

Unique words

P1

191

639

168

P2

615

2087

423

C

282

755

164

Total

1088

3481

512

Table 1. Sentence and word counts for the collected data.

In the following we describe the data collected and discuss
evaluation results for the speech recognition component.
A. Data
So far, we collected data from fourteen CHF patients, eight
male and six female. A session with a patient consisted of two
distinct phases:
• a practice phase, designed to familiarize the subject with
the capabilities of the speech recognizer. During this
phase, the system asked 20 generic questions, and the
subject was free to answer as many times as they
wished. This phase was further subdivided into two subphases:
(P1) for the first five questions, the SR hypothesis was
visible on the screen;
(P2) for the other questions, there was no feedback.
• a checkup phase (C), during which the system
conducted an interview with the patient.
During the practice phase only the topic-independent LM
was used; during the checkup phase, we used dynamic, topicspecific LMs.
Table 1 shows summary statistics about the data.
B. Speech Recognition Results
Speech recognition performance is shown in Figures 2 and
3. The first graph shows the percentage of correct sentences
(SC) recognized. The second graph displays word error rate
(WER) performance. Along with per-speaker results, for the
checkup phase we also display per-topic results (labeled “C/t”).
Clearly, when the speech recognizer gets very poor
performance for a patient, it is unlikely that that patient would
benefit from this technology. We estimate that the threshold is
around 20-25% WER; more than that would practically
guarantee that the system will either fail to collect the
information needed, or, worse, the accuracy of the collected
information would be severely compromised. Nine of the
fourteen participants had word error rates for the checkup
phase under 21%. The other five (two male and three female)
subjects had error rates above 30%; for these patients, it is
likely that incremental improvements on the current technology
will not be enough to enable them to use our system.
A significant number of errors occur simply due to
vocabulary coverage lapses in our LMs. When the speech
recognizer encounters an out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word, it
will not only misrecognize the word in question, but most often
it will misrecognize adjacent words as well; it is estimated that
each OOV occurrence may trigger two to three word errors. In

improvement could be obtained had the LMs been better at
predicting users' utterances. Results for both the SC and WER
measures are shown in Figures 4 and 5. We see that, when the
correct hypothesis is covered by the LMs, it is typically among
the 7 best hypotheses, and the largest improvement is obtained
by going from the 1-best to 2-best hypotheses. Pushing through
these apparent performance bounds would require, at the very
least, extending the coverage; adding user-specific data, for
example based on prior conversations, would also help.
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Figure 2. Sentence correct performance.
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Figure 3. Word error rate performance.

our data we found an overall OOV rate of about 3% for the
checkup phase (and as high as 5% overall for the P1 condition).
These values would be rather large for a deployed system and
point to the need for additional LM training data and/or
expansion of the LM grammars. At the same time, given that
no development data collected from real patients was available
before the evaluation, this is not an unsatisfactory result.
Compared to the performance of the topic-independent LM,
dynamic switching between topic-specific models was
responsible for a 4.2% relative improvement in the overall
WER and about 8% relative improvement in per-speaker
average WER. Perplexity decreased about 10%, from just
above 35 to under 32. Overall there were 5.4% fewer sentence
errors. While these are very positive results, early indications
based on the simulated dialogues seemed to suggest even better
improvements would be possible. In fact, two of the topicspecific LMs actually had somewhat lower performance
compared to the topic-independent LM. This points to
weaknesses in the current LMs; one of them appears to suffer
from insufficient coverage (it had the highest OOV rate of all
models). It is likely that the interpolation weights will need
further tuning.
As mentioned above, LMs based on synthetic data tend to
have reasonable n-gram coverage, but may exhibit poor fit to
the actual word distribution they are estimating. If that were the
case, we'd expect that even though the top hypothesis may not
be the right one, a better hypothesis should be present
somewhere in the recognition lattice. The closer the LMs are to
the real distribution, the higher the correct hypothesis would be
ranked in the lattice. We obtained the 10 best hypotheses for
each utterance and checked how much performance

Given that perfect LMs are a practical impossibility, the
natural language understanding components in our system are
designed to work with multiple SR hypotheses; specifically,
they could pick the interpretation resulting from a lower-ranked
hypothesis, if it makes more sense in the current context. While
we did not use this feature in the experiments reported here, it
appears that very significant improvements could be obtained
by using it. The cost of handling 7-best hypotheses would not
pose an unreasonable burden on the system to affect its
responsiveness. Of course, this feature can also be responsible
for introducing interpretation errors; in follow-up experiments
we plan on testing empirically the advantage of using multiple
hypotheses in our system. We are also planning on using
confidence measures to decide, for each utterance, how many
hypotheses should be output.
C. Discussion
All subjects managed to finish their sessions, and felt fairly
comfortable with our system. The final verdict on the system’s
usability will come from the results of the system’s
understanding performance; however, the SR performance is
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Figure 4. N-best performance (sentence correct).
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Figure 5. N-best performance (word error rates).

quite encouraging, especially given the difficulties posed by the
speech data we collected (acoustic model mismatches, OOV
words, disfluencies, etc.). Nonetheless, it is clear that there is
plenty of room for further improvement, and above we outlined
a number of avenues for improving the language models.
In addition, better acoustic models will be crucial for
successful deployment. In our study, the average male
participant got only half the WER of the average female
participant. Since female subjects spoke in shorter utterances,
and uttered fewer OOV words, and both these conditions are
correlated with better performance, it seems the poorer
performance can only be explained as being due to the acoustic
models' being inadequate for female conversational style (this
observation corroborates our prior experience with the genderindependent acoustic models we use). Ultimately, the
application we envision would use speaker-adapted models;
ideally we'd want to only use modest amounts of transcribed
data (for example, just the data obtained during the first
conversation) and then perform unsupervised adaptation.
Fortunately, the literature suggests that it is possible to obtain
significant recognition improvements with only a few
utterances [20] and we intend to test this empirically in followup studies.
IV.
CONCLUSION
We h a v e d e s c r i b e d C A R D I A C , a n i n t e l l i g e n t
conversational assistant designed to promote successful health
outcomes with patient-centered health monitoring technology.
It is a first step towards developing a system that helps patients
and/or their caregivers manage their medical care, provide
reminders, answer questions, and engage in dialogue to collect
information for monitoring a patient’s current state. The
information that the system collects during its interviews with
the patient could be used by an interface which allowed the
patient to view trends in their data, or exported to a PHR to
share longitudinal data with their healthcare providers.
For the moment we have finished an analysis of the speech
recognition performance on fourteen chronic heart failure
patients. Although we used generic acoustic models and had
practically no data for training domain-specific language
models, by using synthetic data and topic-specific LMs we
were able to field a usable system. Our initial estimate is that
the current system’s SR capabilities could handle successfully
nine of the fourteen patients. We outlined a number of avenues
for obtaining further improvements, to support both more
accurate understanding, and thereby widen the potential pool of
patients for which our technology could prove useful.
Along with removing the identified weaknesses from the
system, longer-term we plan to evaluate the system with
telephone speech, so it could be used by patients from their
home. Eventually we hope to conduct in-home studies over
several months with HF patients.
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